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ON THE ROAD

CUV
CaraBus / CaraTour

SEMI-INTEGRATED
CaraCompact / CaraLoft / CaraSuite

ALCOVE
CaraHome

FULLY INTEGRATED
CaraCore
www.weinsberg.com

YOUR HOLIDAY!
DISCOVER NEW SIDES.

With WEINSBERG every moment of your holiday becomes an experience. From driving off to returning
home, it is your companion for all adventures - perfectly tailored to your individual requirements and needs.

CUV

MOTO R H OM E S
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CUV

CaraBus

CaraCompact

Class on all roads
Compact from the outside, the
CaraBus is huge in terms of equipment and comfort. As a CUV, it is
ready for every adventure, in narrow
streets and crazy curves.
Multifunctional elements make the
small, big difference.

A speedy companion
Having agile driving dynamics on all
roads is easy for the CaraCompact.
Thanks to perfect organisation, clever
details and flexible solutions, the
interior of the CaraCompact offers
exceptional space for everything you
need for unique journeys.

www.weinsberg.com/carabus

www.weinsberg.com/caracompact
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CUV

CaraTour

Coolness to go for it
Doesn‘t need much room but offers a
lot of space. As a CUV the CaraTour
masters narrow roads with coolness.
With well thought-out details on
the inside, it shows true greatness in
terms of technology and design.
www.weinsberg.com/caratour
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SEMI-INTEGRATED

NEW

SEMI-INTEGRATED
CaraLoft

Authentic all-rounder
The CaraLoft convinces with plenty
of storage space, well thought-out
details and high driving dynamics,
even on bumpy terrain. It is the ideal
camper for those who like it compact
but comfortable.
www.weinsberg.com/caraloft
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SEMI-INTEGRATED
CaraSuite

Pratical size
Its high box gives the CaraSuite a full
15 centimetres more vehicle height
and headroom which makes the
interior appear particularly generous.
The standard lifting bed is safely stowed away during the day and lowered
quickly in the evening to guarantee
cosy sleeping comfort.
www.weinsberg.com/carasuite
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ALCOVE

CaraHome

Mobile family home
With its alcove and the well thoughtout room division the CaraHome
offers enough space for beautiful
travel experiences. Depending on the
layout, its home provides between 4
and 6 beds.
www.weinsberg.com/carahome
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FULLY INTEGRATED

EDITORIAL

NEW

CaraCore

Your holiday!
Discover new
sides.
You are at home outside and on the

Style-conscious trendsetter.
A style-conscious trendsetter which
loves understatement and thus
shows presence. It skilfully combines utility with design. Dynamism
and high quality are in his blood.
100% strong appearance, 100%
WEINSBERG DNA.
www.weinsberg.com/caracore

way you are discovering new sides
of yourself and your WEINSBERG.
No matter if you are travelling with
a CUV or motorhome: we share
your passion and accompany you
with well thought-out details.
And you‘ll feel that on every day
of your holiday.
Become part of

#teamWEINSBERG
Together we‘ll make travel history!
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This makes our
CUV special.
Insights in working
at WEINSBERG.

GHLIGH
HI All T

fabrics are

ÖKO-TEX 100
Standard

WEINSBERG DNA. Sounds powerful. It is. Anyone who
builds box vans is not up to date. That‘s why we build
CUV. The ingenious mixture of passion, experience and
precision is in every CUV. And in each of our employees.
They simply do everything to ensure that every detail
fits. This means daily perfectionism. And regular endurance tests „on the road“. We think both are good.

Optional ActiveLine
fabric covering. Breath
able, antibacterial,
skin-friendly and
ÖKO-TEX certified!

certified

Stefan Kreuz, Product Manager
49 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
practically located storage compartments and
LED lights with touch function

Dinette bench. The new seat
cushions come with a comfort function and an increased seat depth.

Ingeniously thought out!
The breathable fabric covering on the side walls
can absorb and release moisture which significantly
minimises the formation of condensation water, e.g.
in winter or when cooking with closed windows in
comparation to other model series. However, this is
not only super practical but also looks really good.
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CUV competence

152 cm lying surface in
layouts with a transverse
bed. The largest lying surface in the
CUV range with ergonomic mattresses.

Rail system. Our
ceiling cupboards have
a continuous rail system
for an increased torsional strength.

Full metal handles
with a tilt lock.
Clear contours and
absolutely durable.

Neues Bild
Vollkorpusbauweise

Full-body construction with
back panels. This ensures longevity and that no moisture can
condense on the outer walls.

Michal Flöring, Carpenter
37 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG details:
Perfect workmanship

Round profiles. Specially developed to reduce the
risk of injury at the edges and to create more space.

Saving space for making room.
Heating concept.
For a better heat
distribution in the
vehicle, the heating
is centrally located
under the dinette.

With CUV, an efficient construction is the absolute be-all and end-all. With details
such as an even loading floor, standard lashing rings and a folding function for the
slatted frame for better use in everyday life, the CUV is designed for
everyday use. The result: a compact vehicle with plenty of space.
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USB charging socket.
A practical charging station for
smartphone, camera etc.

It‘s the technology
that counts!
We strive for an optimal travel experience for
our customers. That‘s why we are extremely
careful in selecting our partners and only use
what really convinces us. The Truma-iNet system
is an example for that. The top quality speaks for
itself and with the practical app, the heating and
gas supply (optionally) can be easily controlled.

LED lighting.
Power-saving LED lighting throughout the
vehicle, some spots with touch function.

Gas supply

Heating systems

Michael Gründinger,
Product Developer
34 years old,
at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG details:
the centrally located LED
control unit

Centrally located LED control unit.
Water level and electronic supply always in view.
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CUV competence

Truma-iNet system.
Simply regulate the heating via app from anywhere or
optionally control the gas supply. >> Page 140

Perfect vehicle construction.
Perfect vehicle construction. In order to pay attention
to every detail when connecting the various
elements, a lot of knowledge, skill and craftmanship
is needed. That is CUV competence!

Matthias Weishäupl, Production Worker
23 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2017
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
unique sandwich floor construction

Hot-air-circulated fresh water tank.
The 105 l water tank is integrated into the side
wall above the wheel arch to save space and thus
creates additional room in the load compartment.

Sandwich construction. The multi-layer structure and integral insulation and a total of 367% more contact surface on the body floor provide
more stability and 69% more insulation on the body floor.

Sturdy and resistant.
HPL tops ensure that table top and work
surface withstand just about anything.
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WEINSBERG CUV
ARE ABLE TO CUT

THE

ANY STREET.

		

THE DESTINATION

MATTER.
DRIVING IS THE MAIN THING!

DOESN‘T

EVERYDAY LIVE,

WHAT‘S THAT?

				WE ALL BELONG TO

		 THE #TEAMWEINSBERG

YOU TOO?

			 DREAM VACATION
ACROSS THE BOARD.

THE WAY IS THE GOAL? NOPE!
THE GOALS DETERMINE THE WAY!
It‘s our first time being on the road with a motorhome, so we are
quite excited and full of anticipation. Our eight-day road trip
takes us from Freyung via Cologne to Sylt. The CaraBus is perfect
for this as you can actually drive as fast as with a car which is an
absolute advantage with a distance of 1,300 km - and a co-driver
who wants to reach the destination as quickly as possible.

CaraBus
Class on all roads

The CUV with a classic fresh design.

COWS INSTEAD
OF HUMANS

AMONG

CITY, COUNTRY, SEA …
WITH OUR BUS AND ON OUR BIKES

Packed up, we head for the North Sea. Thankfully, we have
a bike carrier that safely carries our bikes. It would have
been a real pity to visit the North Sea without a bike!
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CaraBus

541 cm
599 cm

205 cm

636 cm

With three different body
lengths, everyone will find
the right model.

2 – 5 sleeping places
540 MQ

600 MQ / K / ME
600 DQ

600 MQH

630 ME
630 MEG

Class on all roads
Compact from the outside, the CaraBus is huge in terms of equipment and comfort. As a CUV, it is
ready for every adventure, in narrow streets and crazy curves. Multifunctional elements make the
small, big difference.

4 seats
8 layouts
Total lenght: 541 – 636 cm
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Discovering

Straight and sophisticated
design. Inside as well
as outside.
Room for you and your adventures.

The optional styling packages 1 and 2 offer everything
the design-loving heart desires, from aluminium rims
to outstanding paint and interior concepts.

Sun, beach and the sound of the sea… Today‘s plan is the ferry crossing to Sylt. While other
passengers are waiting in their cars, we are comfortably lying in our transverse bed,
checking our e-mails and having a short powernap. Honestly, our CaraBus is a real visual
hit. It is really chic and even has aluminium rims - that verges on styling luxury!
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CaraBus

WITH STYLE, CHARM
AND A WATERING CAN

The highlight of the MQH:
the Easy-Slide bed provides
two additonal sleeping places.
The layout 600 MQH offers
even more headroom and a
great spacious feeling.

Despite its compact design, the CaraBus with a high roof offers the same
spatial experience you have in a motorhome.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE

More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
carabus-hochdach
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Benefits

The CaraBus always cuts a fine figure, no matter in which surrounding.

Classically fresh
appearance. The
difference is in the
details.

1

2

1. The furniture decor Effect Elm
skilfully runs through the interior.
2. The silver contrast decor sets fresh
highlights.
3. The classically fresh interior
becomes the recognition feature.
3
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CaraBus

4

4. The elegant exterior foil graphics
are copper anthracite coloured.

Practical wall bracket

ON THE
ROAD AGAIN ...
And on we go with our journey. But before
that we have to stow our stuff as well - and
that‘s a lot! We have even brought camping
tables and chairs. What we particularly like
about the CaraBus is the bright and friendly
furniture decor and the nice details.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:

If necessary, the element inside the cupboard can be removed
and makes room for the up to 24" LED TV
(from the optional TV package).

weinsberg.com/
carabus

The electrically extendable step for more comfort when
getting on and off the vehicle.

High-quality combination blinds provide visual cover and
insect protection.

The CP-Plus control unit combines the entire interior control system,
from air conditioning to hot water.

THESE PAPARAZZI ALSO
STOP AT NOTHING!
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Dinette and Cooking

Compact design and beautiful lines in the style package
and a cutlery tray in series - the cooking area in the
CaraBus leaves nothing to be desired.

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS
Our homemade pasta is a hit. Compared to the
hob at home, the water boils within a few minutes
thanks to automatic ignition and gas stove in the
CaraBus. The seating group with the foldable table
is really super practical and spacious.

Cooking with style with a leather trim
on the outside of the
kitchen block.

20 CaraBus

Space-saving built,
spacious to fill. This kitchen
block is wonderful!

Foldable and expandable.
The Comfort-Entry table for a
larger dining area without any
disturbing columns.

LED spots - some with touch function - create
a pleasant ambience.

Harmonious furniture design with rounded
edges and soft lines.

Heating outlets under the illuminated platform.
Turn around the original Fiat captainchair seats and enjoy your
meal together (optionally available).

21

Sleeping

22

CaraBus

Beautiful surfaces, wood and breathable fabrics on the side walls for unsurpassed comfort.
That‘s called the cocoon effect!

SLEEPING
AMONGST REEDS
As we usually stay up late, our nights in the
CaraBus are rather short but very pleasant.
The transverse bed of the CaraBus 600 MQ is
a perfect fit for us two. Christoph is not quite
small but has enough space despite his 1.85 m.
Our CaraBus is definitely a perfect retreat amid
of a wonderful natural landscape!

Standard: pleasant living ambience thanks to
high-quality LED lighting.

Well thought-out equipment details as well as the
large panoramic window complete the outcome.
600 MQH: not only the view is quite impressive: have a stylish rest in the
Easy-Slide bed with high-quality fabric and wood panelling.

Transverse double bunk bed

Transverse double bed

Longitudinal single bed

Easy-Slide bed
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Bathroom

QUICKLY FRESHEN UP
IN BETWEEN.
Fortunately the bathroom in the
CaraBus is well illuminated and
the storage compartments have
my beauty essentials handy.

Practically foldable table above
the storage compartment.

24

CaraBus

The bathroom combines straightforward style with sophisticated functions such as wall
storage compartments or additional storage space under the washbasin.

1
2

4

3
1

2

3

4

1. Compartments integrated into the
wall are an eye-catcher and offer practical
storage space.
2. The LED rail as an optical and functional highlight is optionally available in the
voltage package.
3. The low shower tray entrance brings high
comfort and more safety into the wet area.
4. Smart function: a magnetic shower curtain for increased mobility in the bathroom.
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YOU NEED BIG PLANS FOR
MAKING GREAT EXPERIENCES.
Once again we have big plans. Four countries in eight days,
numerous kilometres and lots of stops worth seeing are on our
itinerary. To do this, we require a suitable vehicle. However, I
would rather describe the CaraTour as a suitable companion.
It is sporty, it is fast and takes on any road, no matter how
winding or narrow. You can pack everything you need on an
extensive trip. In short: this CUV is tailor-made for our plans.

CaraTour
Coolness to go for it

The CUV with a modern casual design.

ENDLESS CURVES,
ENDLESS IMPRESSIONS.

Not only Denise and I are excited about the adventure, also our beloved
Ivy is looking forward to a change from her usual walkies. The first
hours pass by in a flash and the driving experience of the CaraTour
certainly contributes to this. Whether motorway, mountain road or
serpentines, it masters them all with flying colours.

28 CaraTour

Automotive driving
dynamics almost like
in a passenger car.

2 – 5 sleeping places
540 MQ

600 MQ / K / ME
600 DQ

600 MQH

630 ME
630 MEG

Coolness to go for it
Doesn‘t need much room but offers a lot of space. As a CUV the CaraTour masters narrow roads with coolness. With well thought-out details on the inside, it shows true greatness in terms of technology and design.

4 seats
8 layouts
Total lenght: 541 – 636 cm
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Discovering
The engine of the CaraTour is amazing! Strong, efficient and
powerful, it shows its potential in every driving situation.
We have never experienced anything like that before so this
contributes to the good mood. The storage space is no less
brilliant, the unloading is extremely pleasant. Oh man, I
can‘t stop waxing lyrical about it...

Easily visible with the LED daytime running light
(available in the optional styling package).

A HAPPY DRIVER
ALWAYS GOES DOWN WELL.
2,3 l
Multijet
120 PS

An absolute eye-catcher from the outside - also because of the new 17 inch WEINSBERG aluminium rims.

30 CaraTour

2,3 l
Multijet
140 PS

2,3 l
Multijet
160 PS

2,3 l
Multijet
180 PS

Plenty of space in the rear:
935 l loading capacity.

103 cm

70 cm

The bed can be quickly transformed into a passageway,
including storage space.

Becoming one with nature by opening the tailgate - nothing stands between you and your adventures.
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Benefits

Cruising around just as you like it. Casual driving fun guaranteed.

Modern style.
Every detail is
expressive.

1

2

1. The furniture decor Mali Acacia
provides an inviting look.
2. The contrasting anthracite grey
decor is a cool eye-catcher.

3
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CaraTour

4

3. The modern, casual interior shows
character.
4. Sporty exterior in silver anthracite.

BRAVING THE WEATHER
OR DRIVING AWAY.
The weather soon puts a spoke in our wheel and we
decide to change our itinerary spontaneously. No big
deal, with the CaraTour we get everywhere without
any problems. Additionally, even on rainy foggy days
we feel more than comfortable in the bright interior
with the pleasant lighting. This also applies to Ivy
who prefers to keep her paws dry.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:

The integrated head-up display provides even more safety.
All relevant data in the direct field of vision so that your eyes
always stay on the road. Optionally available in media package.

weinsberg.com/
cuv-kompetenz

Gutter with LED lights above the sliding door.

Ambience lighting in the living room and bathroom.

he

from t

2 additional USB charging sockets.

GE
VOLTA GE
PACKA
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Dinette and Cooking

The upholstery of the dinette bench is slim and comfortable.
The rotating original Fiat captainchair seats with armrests are available in the Fiat package.

From 2 to 4 seat adjustments just
as you need it.
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CaraTour

FIRST BREAKFAST,
THAN A LITTLE ADVENTURE.

Cosiness is important for us, especially when eating.
The comfortable dinette, the high-quality kitchen and
the spatial feeling contribute significantly to the
feel-good factor. We can start the day strengthened.

The kitchen unit with a divided glass cover offers plenty of space for cooking.

Move it! There is
enough space between
the kitchen unit and
the dinette.

Energy-efficient 95 l refrigerator with a 12.8 l
freezer compartment.

56 cm

Spacious ceiling cupboard with
softclose function.

Drawers with a
standard cutlery tray
and practical dividers.
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Sleeping

The WEINSBERG-CUV offer the largest lying surface in their class.
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1
0–

95
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85 cm

Broaden yourself in the transverse double
bed or in the longitudinal single beds.
36 CaraTour

20

0c

85 cm

m

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
caratour-interieur

AMAZES BOTH
HUMAN AND DOG.

As you make your bed, you must lie on it. In our cosy „bedroom“ we like to stay in bed
a little longer. There is more than enough space on the giant mattress to stretch out
properly. Even with Ivy, who like every little dog has the special ability to make herself
as wide and long as possible in our bed.

Everything is always ready to
hand in the storage compartment
above the bed.

You can comfortably retreat and relax in the rear bed. That‘s what
the cocoon effect does!

Everything in place: LED lighting
with touch function

The dinette quickly
becomes a bed. Bad rhyme,
ingenious function.
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Bathroom

NATURAL BEAUTY
WITH BRAINS.
While I treat myself to an
extensive shower, Denise uses
the darkened bathroom window
from the outside as a mirror for
braiding her hair. My sweetheart
is not only beautiful, but also
quite clever.

Beautifully shaped. The window roller blind disappears behind the trim when it‘s not needed.

The clever room
concept is pure
refreshment. There is
a rotating cassette toilet
with electric pump and a
stylish shower tray with
slip protection in sand
dune haptics.

38 CaraTour

There‘s unlimited
storage space
hidden behind the
straight storage
compartments.

2

4

3
1

2
1

1. A clever detail: easily accessible
foldable compartment for toilet paper.
2. Compartments integrated into the
wall create a modern design.
3. Easy to clean and with rouded edges:
the room-wide washbasin.
4. Splashy. The tap can also be used as
an outside shower via the optionally
available window.

3

4
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Highlights

CO N V I N C E S

with well thought-out details.

PROUD OF
OUR LITTLE ONE
1. Kitchen unit.
Rounded edges for the X factor.
1

2

2. The largest lying surface in its
class. The width of 152cm offers enough
space to feel good. Only in the layouts
600 MQ / MQH / DQ
3. Softclose function. For a high
comfort in all ceiling cupboards.
4. Furniture decor Effect Elm.
Classic fresh look in the CaraBus.

3

4

5

6

5. Tempered platform. Provides ambient lighting and warm feet.

7

6. Adjustable seat position. Whether travel or sitting
position, comfort is not a problem.
7. 105 l fresh water tank. Slim construction directly above
the wheelhouse leaving additional storage space.
8. TV package 21". With a complete antenna system by Oyster for exciting TV evenings.

40 CaraTour

8

9. Cocoon effect. Fabric covering on the
side walls.
10. Comfort-Entry table. Free access
without a disturbing column.
11. Integrative head-up display.
All information in the field of vision so that
your eyes remain on the road.
10

9

13

12

12. Furniture decor Mali Acacia.
Modern casual style in the CaraTour.
11

13. ComfortSpa bathroom. The magnetic
shower curtain is really practical.
14. Large rear volume. The rear has a loading volume of 935 litres. This leaves enough
room for all your luggage. Only in the layouts
600 MQ / DQ.
15. Charging booster. Faster and more
efficient charging of the body battery when
the engine is running.

15

ABOVE: SPACE TO LIE DOWN,
BELOW: SPACE TO LOAD
14
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Variety

TA I LO R E D

to your requirements.
540 MQ

600 MQ

600 DQ

Upholstery fabrics
600 K

ALU

TURIN

600 MQH

600 ME

630 ME

630 MEG

ACTIVE ROCK*

SZECHUAN*
* Available at extra cost

42

CUV

FER GREY
(METALLIC)

C U V CO LO U R WO R L D
for extra style.

WHITE
(UNI)

IMPERIAL BLUE
(UNI)

CAMPOVOLO
GREY
(UNI)

LINE BLUE
(UNI)

GOLDEN WHITE
(METALLIC)

TIZIANO RED
(UNI)

PROFONDO RED
(METALLIC)

ALU GREY
(METALLIC)

LAGO BLUE
(METALLIC)

BLACK
(METALLIC)

*Colour deviations possible
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We have nothing but
camping on our mind.
Insights in working at
WEINSBERG.

Easy to care and durable.
The stain-protecting coating braves
red wine, pasta sauce and co.

What makes a WEINSBERG so special?
Obviously our team‘s passion! Many employees at
WEINSBERG are enthusiastic campers themselves and
therefore, we know what matters „out there“.
Our caravans are putthrough their paces. After all, we
want to ensure that you feel on top of the world every
where and at all events.

GHLIGH
HI All T

fabrics are

ÖKO-TEX 100
Standard
certified

Wonderful fabrics
for travel dreams.
Fabrics make a significant contribution
to the ambience. At WEINSBERG, fabrics
are not only of high quality and perfectly
processed, but also have that certain
something in terms of design.

Optional ActiveLine fabric
covering. Breathable, antibacterial,
skin-friendly and ÖKO-TEX certified.
Florian Hopp, Product Manager
42 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2015
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
the unique interior design.

EvoPore HRC mattresses.
Full sleeping comfort thanks to ergonomic
adaption and optimum ventilation.
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Motorhome competence

Soft close function.
Thanks to high-quality gas pressure
absorbers, drawers and furniture doors
close gently and silently.

Full-body construction including back panels.
In every WEINSBERG there is a crucial quality criterion: handwork.

Michal Flöring, Carpenter
37 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG details:
perfect workmanship

Here everything
makes a good match.
Perfect workmanship.
Precise dowelling technology
provides for a particularly stable furniture construction.

Full metal handles with
a tilt lock. Clear contours
and absolutely durable.

As a dedicated carpenter, I am proud
that we work at WEINSBERG of
course with an elaborate full-body
construction and a precisely fitting
dowelling technology.

Ventilated furniture.
Crucial for a comfortable and
healthy room climate.
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Insulated with EPP.
This high-tech material provides the best
protection and reduces driving noise.

GRP roof. The roof made of glass-reinforced plastic
is hail-resistant and can withstand any weather.

Fender claddings. The attachment is not visible
from the outside and the seamless transitions
guarantee robustness and longevity.
Martin Moutelik, Production Worker
30 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2017
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
GRP roof

Just to make sure.
We rely on safety. After all, the future
owners should always feel that they
are in good hands in our motorhomes.
And that for many years to come.
Sturdy surfaces. Developed to
withstand intense use.

46 Motorhomes competence

Michael Gründinger, Product Developer
34 years old, at WEINSBERG since 2016
Favourite WEINSBERG detail:
the centrally located LED control unit

USB charging socket.
A practical charging
station for smartphone,
camera etc.

Gas supply

Heating systems

Centrally located LED control unit. Water level and electronic supply
always in view.

Truma-iNet system.
Simply regulate the heating via app from anywhere
or optionally control the gas supply. >>Page 140

Pellucid arguments.
Camping is about being cosy. That‘s why we give attention to
small and large details during planning that make camper life so
much more enjoyable. LED lighting in the garage and above the
outside entrance door is just one example of many.
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DISCOVERING TOGETHER

IS THE BEST.
AT LEAST

MOST OF THE TIME.

WEINSBERG.
THE SUM OF ALL

HOLIDAY MOMENTS.
ROOM ENOUGH

48

FOR EVERYONE AND
EVERYTHING.

FEELINGS OF HAPPINESS ARE
		 ALL-

INCLUSIVE.

#TEAM

WEINSBERG
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FOLLOW YOUR HEART.
AND SOMETIMES ALSO YOUR NAVI.

Our definition of a romantic holiday? Leaving together, staying
where we like it and simply enjoying the surroundings!
One reason why Felix and I go so well together is our wanderlust
and spontaneity. To do without comfort and a cosy living area
is completely out of the question. With the CaraCompact we
have found the perfect companion for our discovery journeys.
The many favourite things are quickly stowed away, in between
must be time for a kiss, we look at each other and say
„Ready? Here we go!“

CaraCompact
A speedy companion
The agile and slim semi-integrated
of our van class.

THIS IS THE BEGINNING
OF SOMETHING TRULY BEAUTIFUL

No matter where we stop, we just feel like a million dollars.
After all, we have everything we need to be happy.
A camping chair and foldable table, great food and good
reading. Clothing for every weather situation and for every
mood. And above all both of us.
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CaraCompact

205 cm

220 cm

Space as in the semi-integrated,
agile thanks to the van class.

2 sleeping places

600 MF / MEG
A speedy companion
Having agile driving dynamics on all roads is easy for the CaraCompact. Thanks to perfect organisation,
clever details and flexible solutions, the interior of the CaraCompact offers exceptional space for every
thing you need for unique journeys.

4 seats
2 layouts
Total lenght: 675 cm
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Discovering

Automotive
contours for optimal
aerodynamics.

The aerodynamic contours of the roof cover minimise wind
noise and maximise the appearance.

The optional styling packages additionally
emphasise the slim line.

AGILE ON THE OUTSIDE,
MEGA ON THE INSIDE
Although we are generally used to our little speedster,
it is not difficult to switch to the CaraCompact.
The CaraCompact is really comfortable to steer and at
the same time there is absolutely no lack of space inside.
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CaraCompact

Narrow roads are easy
for the CaraCompact.
Thanks to its slim
design, it is particularly
agile and low in fuel
consumption.

Typical van class: sleek aerodynamics, low air
resistance and low CW value.

Sleek. Rear light carrier with full LED rear lights.
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ON TOP OF THE WORLD,
WE ARE THE GREATEST

We take unpaved and narrow roads with
ease and without thinking much.
The CaraCompact is in a good position in
the curves and we never get the feeling it
might be a tight spot. We go on, always
following our nose.

Thanks to the integrated
head-up display, the driver‘s
gaze stays where it belongs.
On the road. Optionally available
in the media package.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
wohnmobil-kompetenz

56 CaraCompact

With the rear and front axle stabilizer, driving on unpaved roads is not a problem.

Sufficient storage space for all travel items.

The rear bed convinces with its width.
Living room feeling at the rear thanks to the generous room height.

Space like a
semi-integrated, driving
feeling like a CUV.

57

Sleeping

A comfortable sleeping solution in the French bed of the 600 MF. The 130 x 45 cm panoramic skylight is available as an option.

Generous room feeling from every angle.

58 CaraCompact

Chic leather trim on the French bed.

Turn two
into one.
82 cm

82 cm

196 cm

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
caracompact

The 201 cm long and 82 cm wide single beds can also be converted into a double bed thanks to
the extendable roller slatted frame.

WHERE IS IT NICER
THAN IN BED!
Cosy, tempting and - especially important large. Our bed is much more than just a
sleeping place - we read there, listen to
music and write. Or we simply stretch
out and relax.

Pleasant LED lighting under the
fabric-covered ceiling shelf.
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Dinette and Cooking

What a room concept! Thanks to the signature element in the kitchen
storage cupboard, the cross-grained wood and the homogeneous
furniture transitions, WEINSBERG is unmistakable.

Just turn around the captainchair
driver‘s and passenger‘s seats and take
part in the table events!

HOW SWEET
THAT IS!
At the large table in the cosy dinette it is easy to nibble.
In addition to sufficient cake and coffee, we also enjoy
the cosy atmosphere by candlelight. Our loyal travel
companion, the cactus, can also take a seat.

60 CaraCompact

A lot goes in there - SlimTower
refrigerator with 142 liters

Kitchen with a foldable
worktop extension.

Unmistakable: the exclusive WEINSBERG
furniture handles provide a cool look.

With this
much space,
moving is fun.

The table extension offers enough space for a rich meal.

61

Bathroom

ALWAYS STAY FRESH

1

Being in the middle of nature just makes you feel
good. Being able to take a shower in the evening is
just as pleasant. Since I always like to be prepared
for all eventualities, I love the many storage
compartments in the bathroom. From insect sting
gel to nail polish remover to three different sun
creams, everything finds its own place.

2

1. Well thought-out bathroom concept
in the 600 MF. Toilet and shower are
separated from the washbasin.
2. Toilet and shower can be separated
by a shower wall.

62 CaraCompact

1

2

3

Bathroom in the 600 MEG

3
4
2

1

1. Everything you need to freshen up
in one room. With a practical shower
wall.
1

2. Dometic ceramic casette toilet
with an electric pump for optimum
seating comfort.
3. The halogen lighting fits neatly
into the design.
4. The space-saving washbasin can be
moved back and forth as required.

2

4
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Highlights

CO N V I N C E S

with well thought-out details.

IF THIS DOESN‘T
LOOK GOOD!

1

2

Highlights

1. Sun blind. The generous roof window
supplies daylight, and if the sun shines too
much, the roller blind can help.
2. Foldable table. The foldable extension
of the worktop creates additional storage
space.
3. Comfortable body door.
With automotive locking system, double
seal and 2 foldable coat hooks.

4

3

5

4. New storage space in the 600 MF
under the French bed. The gas box is
now installed in the wardrobe without any
loss of storage space.

6

5. Bed platform. Inside there is additional storage space.
6. Floor lighting. The efficient spotlights are integrated into
the platform.
7. Slim design. This means that the CaraCompact can even be
driven on narrow roads.

64 CaraCompact

7

Variety

TA I LO R E D

Upholstery fabrics

to your requirements.
600 MEG

600 MF
Also s
le a
availab

EDITION ]
R
[PEPPE

Also s
le a
availab

EDITION ]
R
[PEPPE

TURIN

BLOOM

DUSK

NEW
LAYOUT
FOREST

STONE WATER

65

New dynamic
exterior design.

GET SOME
PEPPER
IN YOUR
LIVE!

Get the CaraCompact as the hot special model
With an extensive equipment and characterful design.
At a unique price-performance ratio.

.

A hot eye-catcher from every angle the newly designed roof cover.

The exclusive upholstery fabric MALABAR in durable
imitation leather / fabric combination and special
decorative seam.

A real eye-catcher: the stylish WEINSBERG 17‘‘ aluminium rims.

LED lighting integrated in the platform

Storage compartments and ceiling cupboards with the exclusive WEINSBERG
handles provide plenty of storage space.

The copper-coloured WEINSBERG signature element.

CaraView

Standard TV package with 24“ LED TV.

Harmoniously matched [PEPPER]
feel-good package.

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
The complete and extensive equipment of
the CaraCompact EDITION [PEPPER]
can be found at:
weinsberg.com/edition-pepper
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CaraLoft
Authentic all-rounder

The semi-integrated with the largest payload and
many well thought-out detail solutions.

LOOKING FOR THE
PERFECT RISOTTO
Finally a break, finally out again! Anne and I have been looking
forward to a few relaxed days for a long time. Our plan: to the
Ammersee lake and Alpine foothills in the CaraLoft. Not that far
away and therefore perfect for a short weekend trip. On the way
I can grab some ideas for my new outdoor cookbook.

NO PLANS ARE MADE WITHOUT
REFRESHMENT AND COFFEE

As a chef, I have my demands in terms of holiday catering, already
during breakfast and even when we are travelling with the
motorhome. But first we need a few cups of pick-me-ups. Thanks
to the 3-flame cooker we don't have to wait long for it. After barely
three minutes the start into the day is perfect!

72

CaraLoft

The semi-integrated
with the largest payload

2 – 4 sleeping places

550 MG

600 MF

650 MEG / MF

Authentic all-rounder
The CaraLoft convinces with plenty of storage space, well thought-out details and high driving
dynamics, even on bumpy terrain. It is the ideal camper for those who like it compact but comfortable.

4 seats
4 layouts
Total lenght: 597 – 699 cm

73

Discovering
1. Valves for fresh water tank
4

2. Valves for grey water tank
3. Access to the frost monitor valve
3

2
1

Easy-Travel Box: all service
connections combined in one
central location

74

CaraLoft

Real eye-catchers: The optionally available 17" WEINSBERG rims.

4. Protected power supply

Caffeinated we are ready for new
adventures. First impulse: exploring
the area. True to style on our longboards. Besides all the cookware,
the camping table and all the sports
equipment, they easily fit in.

Great view from the driver's cabin - and
intelligently placed storage compartments above.

KEEP LOADING! OUR
STORAGE SPACE MIRACLE.

Strong look: the rear light carriers with full LED lighting.
Unbelievable. With the optionally available THULE bike carrier the bikes reach their destination comfortably.

75

Benefits

ON TO
THE NEXT STOP
This step is really practical - also for putting
on shoes! Quickly grabbing the wheels from the
carrier and off we go! We really want to power
ourselves off before we let the evening end in a
relaxed manner. Even sports freaks appreciate
living comfort!

Clever hiding places for more comfort. Under the bed and under the refrigerator
there is additional space for luggage and co.

110 cm 550 MG /
650 MEG
80 cm 600 MF /
650 MF
10 cm
40 cm

Save power for
sports. The pleasant
unloading makes it
possible.

76

CaraLoft

The spacious rear garage is perfect for sports equipment and co.
The integrated side compartments keep things tidy. And there' s even
more storage space! The low loading edge makes it easy to load.

Sun protection in three different lengths: the optionally available awning calls shadow into play.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
wohnmobil-kompetenz

1

2

1. The insect screen door keeps out
unbidden guests.
2. The integrated head-up display
provides even more safety. All relevant
data in the direct field of vision so that
your eyes always stay on the road.
Optionally available in media package.
3. Heating and ventilation in the living
area are wonderfully easy to control
with the Truma iNet control unit.

3

4

4. The toilet flush unit is separate and
easily accessible.

77

Sleeping

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
caraloft

1

2

1. Storage spaces in the ceiling
cupboard are easily accessible.
2. Accessible from the inside and
outside - storage space under the bed.

The EvoPoreHRC mattress
provides a healthy sleep as
a standard feature.

78

CaraLoft

Oh la la! The 650 MF layout attracts with a French bed.

EVEN AS AN ACTIVE OUTDOOR FAN
I NEED SOME SLEEP!

Anne and I are really exhausted but very happy.
Together we make ourselves comfortable in a
cuddly bed. I am glad that we have such good
mattresses: outdoor is brilliant, but without a
restful night's sleep I turn into a grumpy yeti.

The transverse double bed of the 550 MG offers full size
despite the short layout.
You sleep separately in the 650 MEG layout, but not alone.

Brings additional sleeping space. Another bed can be created
out of the dinette.

Plenty of space in the ceiling cupboards as well.
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Dinette and Cooking

The balanced room concept encourages
you to cook and relax.

The CaraLoft also shows
its size in terms of space in
the dinette and kitchen.

The 3-flame cooker with glass cover and
the stainless steel sink invite you to cook.

80 CaraLoft

They provide space and light: the ceiling cupboards above the dinette
and their LED spots.
Additional seating on the longitudinal bench of
the 650 MF
The rotatable original Fiat captainchair seats
transform the dinette into a comfortable
seating group (available in the Fiat package).

LET THE KITCHEN
GAMES BEGIN
Today on the menu: something savoury
from the camping kitchen. Saltimbocca with
risotto on the 3-flame cooker is an excellent
choice. The lighting in the kitchen as well as in
the dinette is top - after all, the dish should
also be visually pleasing.

The table can be
extended, positioned
differently and used as
an additional work
surface in the kitchen.
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Bathroom

1

3

2

1

Bathroom in the
600 MF / 650 MF

1. In the mirror cupboard of the
600 MF and 650 MF hygiene articles
can be stored perfectly.
2. The generous washbasin blends
harmoniously into the design.
3. The shower door keeps the rest
of the bathroom dry.
3

Freshening up with
freedom of movement is
simply more fun!

82 CaraLoft

2

OUTDOOR-FAN
AND WIMP

Cooling down in the creek is quite nice but washing in it as
well? No, thanks! I'll rather have a warm shower. That's
exactly the right thing after all the sports. Soap, toothbrush
and co. is quickly to the hand. But first, I let Anne go ahead.

Bathroom in the 650 MEG

1

2

1. Compact bath with a movable washbasin
in the 550 MG and 650 MEG
2. Low shower tray entrance for extra
comfort

1
2

IN THE BATHROOM, THE ESSENTIALS COUNT:
ROOM, STORAGE SPACE AND REFRESHMENT.

83

Highlights

CO N V I N C E S

with well thought-out details.

NOTHING INSPIRES
LIKE NATURE.

1

2

1. Swivel washbasin. Can be positioned
over the shower or toilet as required.
2. Body door COMFORT with automotive
locking system and 2 foldable coat hooks.
3. Foldable worktop. Creates additional
storage space.
4. Easily accessible controls elements
for the Dometic ceramic cassette toilet with
electric pump.

3

4

5

6

5. Stainless steel sink. Large enough to
clean even deep pots inside.

7

6. Storage space in the rear garage. The integrated compartments leave even more room for luggage.
7. USB charging socket. For charging smartphones, tablets
and the like.
8. Fabric covering. This creates a feel-good factor in the rear
area.

84 CaraLoft

8

Variety

TA I LO R E D

to your requirements.
550 MG

Upholstery fabrics
600 MF

TURIN

OCEAN

650 MEG

650 MF
ALU

LEMON

ACTIVE NAVY*
* Available at extra cost
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WE TRAVEL WHERE
WE WANT TO
Others do island hopping, we do a road cruise! With our
CaraSuite, we cruise through the countryside and can
easily go wherever we want to.
Our road cruiser is great because we even have
separate parents‘ and children‘s rooms and enough
space for our toys. That‘s how it suits!

CaraSuite
Pratical size

The semi-integrated with lifiting
bed and the largest headroom.

PRETTY COOL A
STREET CRUISE LIKE THAT

I want to go to the wilderness, my brother
to the PLAYMOBIL FunPark and Dad wants
to show us the region Ausseerland. Mom
just wants to be with us. How does all this
fit into one holiday? Easy! Everything fits
into a CaraSuite, my dad says.

88 CaraSuite

With a headroom of up to 2.1 m, the CaraSuite
offers the largest room height in its class!

294 cm

279 cm

4 – 6 sleeping places

650 MF / MG

700 ME / MX

Pratical size
Its high box gives the CaraSuite a full 15 centimetres more vehicle height and headroom which makes
the interior appear particularly generous. The standard lifting bed is safely stowed away during the
day and lowered quickly in the evening to guarantee cosy sleeping comfort.

4 seats
4 layouts
Total lenght: 699 – 741 cm

89

Discovering

2.5 m3 space. That‘s even
enough for a bicycle.

650 MG

Depending on the layout, 4 types of rear garages offer plenty of space
for travel items.

The great look in styling package 2 impresses with the expressive roof cover and the stylish vehicle foil graphics.

90 CaraSuite

From the front to the rear, the CaraSuite has the highest room height of all motorhomes.

The lifting bed is
standard and disappears
under the roof.

GYMNASTICS FORBIDDEN!
DAD SAYS

Peter and I would love to do some gymnastics on our lifting
bed, but unfortunately the thing is sometimes stowed under
the roof during the day. Why actually?
Our CaraSuite is even with a lowered lifting bed high enough
that Dad doesn‘t bump his head in the middle. At least he
could allow us a few pull-ups on the window pole...

All around a typical WEINSBERG - its characteristic design is also given by the rear light carrier with full LED rear lights.

91

Benefits

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
wohnmobil-kompetenz

Depending on the layout
up to
17
cupboards

up to
17
compartments

1

2

3

1. High-quality processed panel under
the lifting bed.
2. The lifiting bed has integrated
LED spots.
3. The spacious ceiling cupboards offer
plenty of storage space.

92 CaraSuite

The CaraSuite offers a real feel-good ambience thanks to the great
headroom, the generous dinette and the high-quality contours.

The practical lowerable lifting bed provides additional sleeping places.

Even if I‘d never admit it, sometimes my little
brother‘s really okay. Watching series together
works well in our double bed on top. And mum
and dad leave us alone - the open bathroom
door closes the corridor, and our family now
has two separate rooms. So we can secretly
play games later...

Super practical: Simply fold down the lifting bed to create
a second, comfortable lying surface.

With a height of 60 cm
there is enough space
in the lifting bed for
sleeping and sitting.

Safety net as fall out protection in the rear bed.

190 cm
130 cm

210 cm

OUR
OWN ROOM
Touch LED spots.

93

Sleeping

700 ME: two generous single beds which can be combined to form a double bed by means
of the roller bed function. The EvoPore HRC mattresses in series are on board as standard.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
carasuite

Storage space with sliding door in 700 ME.

94 CaraSuite

Ceiling cupboard with
high-quality hinges

FINALLY EVERYTHING
IMPORTANT ON

In the CaraSuite I was allowed to take all the toys with me without being told „There‘s no more
space for that in your suitcase!“ which is great. My Lego Boost robot can drive the complete lenght
of the bed and there are no annoying gaps where it gets stuck. Even Peter is allowed to drive his
racing car in between but only if he doesn‘t disturb my robot.

French Bed with
additional storage
space in the 650 MF.
600 MG

600 MF

700 ME

700 MX

Queen-sized bed in the 700 MX.
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Dinette and Cooking

The unique kitchen concept offers much more space for cooking and working.

Piazza del CaraSuite:
unique room width
between kitchen block
and refrigerator.

97 cm

Practical: 3-flame cooker and
stainless steel sink in the kitchen.

96 CaraSuite

DON‘T LOOK SO STUPID,
HELP ME INSTEAD!

Honestly, why is my little brother just standing around instead of
doing something? Our kitchen is big enough for two! Hanging at the
counter and doing nothing... Open the refrigerator, take out pots, slice
vegetables, put up noodles - come on, do something! Daddy stands
behind me in our „Piazza“ (that‘s what he calls the place between the
kitchen and the dinette) and watches the whole thing.

The beautifully designed ceiling cupboard with its various
storage options is a highlight of the compact kitchen.

The 145 L refrigerator completes
the range of storage space.

The longitudinal bench
provides space for up to
6 people in the dinette.

The optional Fiat captainchair seats turn the dinette into a comfortable place.
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Bathroom
Bathroom in the 650 MG /
700 ME / 700 MX

2

3

1
4

1

1. Shower and toilet with washbasin
are separated from each other so that
the areas can be used by two people at
the same time.

3

2. The cover for the shower tray
creates additional living space.
3. Comfortable entrance thanks to the
low shower tray entrance.
4. The bathroom in the CaraSuite
offers a practical mirror cabinet and
many storage compartments.
4

98 CaraSuite

2

1

1. A combined bathroom can be found
in the 650 MF layout. The Dometic
ceramic cassette toilet with electric
pump is standard in every model.

Bathroom in the 650 MF
2

2. Practical wall and ceiling mounts
for the shower head are standard on
board.
1

2

FOOLING AROUND: OK,
WETTING ME: NOPE

Everything‘s wet! That‘s what I get
for sharing the bathroom with my
brother. Next time I‘ll brush my
teeth in the shower because there I
can close the door. In the bathroom
are many compartments and you
can reach everything easily - so I‘ll
grab my things and off I go...

99

Highlights

CO N V I N C E S

with well thought-out details.

NOW DADDY MAY
COOK AS WELL
1. Lighting. The indirect lighting on the
cupboards creates a warm ambience.
1

2

2. New exterior foil graphics. These
give the CaraSuite a new cool look.
3. Lifting bed as standard. Simply
fold it down and now additional sleeping
places are created.
4. Safety net for the lifting bed.
Ensures safety, even for the very young.

3

4

5

6

5. Leather storage compartment.
Easily accessible storage space in a cool
leather look.

7

6. TV package 21.5". With HD tuner and holder in the sleeping area
to relax and unwind. Optionally also available with 24".
7. Easy-Travel Box. All service connections combined in one central
location
8. Unique room division. Leads to sufficient space for the whole
family.

100 CaraSuite

8

Variety

TA I LO R E D

to your requirements.
650 MF

Upholstery fabrics
650 MG

TURIN

OCEAN

700 ME

700 MX
ALU

LEMON

ACTIVE NAVY*
* Available at extra cost
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WE FOUR IN A (TIME TRAVEL)
MOTORHOME ON THE WAY TO KNOCK STONES
– SLIGHTLY CRAZY, RIGHT? ABSOLUTELY!
Our CaraHome as a time travel expedition vehicle has everything
we need for our discovery journey. With Sarah, Tobias and Paula
I set off to the Bavarian Altmühltal. As stone lovers and fossil
collectors we are here, in the homeland of the „primeval bird“
Archeaeopteryx, definitely in paradise.
Sarah is only moderately interested in the stones but she loves how
our discovery journeys bring the family together. And she likes to
be „on tour“ - staying in just one spot quickly becomes too boring
for her.

CaraHome
Mobile family home
The family-friendly alcove with an
outstanding space offer.

HA, I WAS RIGHT!
THE QUARRY IS THE HIT!

Sarah hasn‘t really thought it was possible but the kids really enjoy working the
soft stone layers with hammer and chisel.
The trip to the „excavation site“ is an action in itself. Fortunately we have the rear
view camera as an optional extra - of course only because I also let Sarah take the
wheel. When I park, I never sweat and don‘t need a camera...

104 CaraHome

Plenty of room
in your CaraHome.
75 cm
110 cm

200 cm

235 cm

140 cm

70 cm

4 – 6 sleeping places

550 MG

600 DKG

700 DG

Mobile family home
With its alcove and the well thought-out room division the CaraHome offers enough space for
beautiful travel experiences. Depending on the layout, its home provides between 4 and 6 beds.

4 – 6 seats
3 layouts
Total lenght: 597 – 741 cm

105

Discovering

The roof window in the alcove provides a fresh breeze in
the sleeping area, while the stylish appearance does the
same for the exterior.

Great option: foldable
bed in the alcove for
even more space.

CaraHome 700 DG

The optional styling package
Peugeot ensures great looks
and travelling with style.

AND NOW I HAVE TO STOW
THE WHOLE STUFF AGAIN.
Beloved wife, don‘t complain - our CaraHome has a huge
rear garage. We‘ll pack all our exposed treasures into it.
Well stowed and firmly lashed so that nothing slips around.
Our time travel motorhome is certainly one of the coolest,
most practical and most spacious of all!

106 CaraHome

550 MG
2,13 m3

600 DKG
2,26 m3

700 DG
3,45 m3

Spacious rear
garage: even a
bicycle fits into it.

The new rear lights and rear light carriers are just as practical as the Thule bike carrier for up to 3 bikes.

107

Benefits

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
carahome

Depending on the layout
up to
14
Cupboards

up to
15
Compartments

1

2

3

1. Ceiling cupboards with
high-quality hinges.
2. Additional storage space inside
the platform.
3. The integrated wardrobe
offers sufficient space.

108 CaraHome

The alcove with its roof cover with mosquito screen and darkening roller blind
offers an outstanding feeling of space and a light-flooded atmosphere.

A LARGE COSY CHILLING CAVE
FOR CURIOUS EXPLORERS.
I have rarely experienced our two so peacefully: each of
them with a book in their hands hanging out in the alcove. With a book! The two additional USB sockets are
currently charging their mobile phones. They also have
enough space in the alcoves, so there‘s no squabbling
about who‘s in who‘s way now.

Alcove.
Cosy sleeping place with optional
heating. Flooded with light during the
day, brilliantly illuminated at night.

How can a petite woman take up so much space?
Sarah loves the double bed on the „first floor“.

109

Sleeping

The standard EvoPore lightweight mattress on the generous double bed
ensures a restful sleep in the 550 MG and 700 DG.

110 CaraHome

I‘M NOT EVEN
TIRED YET!
Getting the kids to sleep is really a job
in itself. Only good that they are
separated in the rear bunk bed ...
Paula is allowed to read longer in the
evening, so the individually adjustable bed
light is a hit! And if Tobias doesn‘t stop
annoying Paula from below, I‘ll convert the dinette into a bed for him tomorrow!

2
2

550 MG

2

1
1

In the twinkling of an eye, the dinette becomes
an additional sleeping place.

1-2

600 DKG

2
2

1-2

Up to 6 people
find a suitable place
to sleep.

700 DG

The bunk bed incl. safety net as standard in the
layout 600 DKG is ideal for children.

Resting separately in the bunk bed of the 600 DKG
instead of next to each other.
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Dinette and Cooking

The cup holder secures the drinks
during the meal - hurray!
The robust fabrics of the dinette would
be easy to wipe off but we don‘t necessarily have to test it…

Durable fabrics and a comfortable sitting position for a relaxed get-together.

Flexible to large:
each layout has its
own dinette.

112 CaraHome

150 cm

145 cm

165 cm

550 MG

600 DKG

700 DG

Elegant and spacious ceiling cupboards.

Ambiente lighting as a feel-good factor - the pleasant lighting
concept creates the right atmosphere. The worktop extension
offers enough space for cooking together.

I‘m glad that there‘s a 3-flame cooker in my CaraHome I can cook easily for everyone at the same time. My son is also
hooked when it comes to cooking! No way that men need so
much space for cooking, I‘ll do that on a narrow space as well!
The landladies are then responsible for all the green stuff ...

COOKING IS
A MAN‘S BUSINESS - BECAUSE
MY FRIED EGGS ARE PERFECT!

Refrigerator
110 l as standard
in the 550 MG,
600 DKG, 700 DG

Open the doors for a large storage space!

Kitchen drawer with
softclose function and
practical compartments.

Refrigerator
190 l
optionally in the
600 DKG, 700 DG
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Bathroom

The wooden look makes a good impression in the bathroom, the mirror
cabinet offers storage space for quickly accessible utensils and the
standard Dometic ceramic cassette toilet rounds out the range.

JUST BECAUSE MEN KNOCK STONES,
WOMEN DON‘T ALSO HAVE
TO LOOK LIKE THIS!
You don‘t really need to put on
a fancy hairstyle on a family
holiday but a bit of style is fine,
Sarah says. She obviously feels
at home in the bathroom of the
CaraHome: here she finds
everything she needs to enter
a „civilized world“ again.
We time travelers see the
bathroom more as a
”decontamination capsule“.

114 CaraHome

Everything
you need for a
discovery journey!

Bathroom in the 700 DG

4

Movable washbasin
for a large freedom
of movement!

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1. Shower head with a pleasant
water jet.
2. The fitting is elegant and easy
to clean.
3. Low shower tray entrance.
4. Practical towel rail.

115

Highlights

CO N V I N C E S

with well thought-out details.

HEY, THE NEXT ADVENTURE
IS ALREADY WAITING!

1. Spacious rear garage. Accessible
through the outside flap and the living room.
1

2

2. Alcove. The Alcove is a real cuddling cave
with an optional heating.
3. Rounded edges. The robust work surfaces surely don‘t edge.
4. Centrally located control panel. One
glance is all it takes to check the water level,
electronic power supply and heating.

3

4

5

6

5. Fresh and grey water tanks. The easy
cleaning of the fresh and grey water tank is
also possible from the inside of the vehicle.

7

6. Ergonomic handles. The handles on the cupboards and
drawers are truly hand-flattering.
7. Separate gas box. Isolated from the living area and with
an own access.
8. Easy-Travel Box. All service connections combined in one
central location

116 CaraHome

8

Variety

TA I LO R E D

to your requirements.
550 MG

600 DKG

Upholstery fabrics
700 DG

TURIN

OCEAN

ALU

LEMON

ACTIVE NAVY*
* Available at extra cost
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CaraCore
Style-conscious trendsetter
The fully integrated with superior
equipment and presence

THE FIRST FULLY INTEGRATED
FROM WEINSBERG
When developing the CaraCore, our demands were extremely
high right from the start. We wanted to create nothing less
than a masterpiece which perfectly completes the WEINSBERG
portfolio. With an outstanding quality and a remarkable design.
An impressive interplay of spatial feeling, high-quality materials
and extraordinary driving comfort. A fully integrated model
with all the advantages typical for the series but also with the
characteristic WEINSBERG genes. Simply „state of the art“, from
its appearance to its price-performance-ratio.

WELL THOUGHT-OUT RIGHT
DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL.

The CaraCore is the sum of great experience
and consistent planning. A fully integrated
model is one of the most complex constructions. At WEINSBERG we put enormous
precision into the details. We value quality
and this is exactly what our customers
appreciate.
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After intensive development,
the first fully integrated
WEINSBERG is here.
And a sovereign style icon.

4 – 5 sleeping places

650 MEG

650 MF

700 MEG

Style-conscious trendsetter
A style-conscious trendsetter which loves understatement and thus shows presence. It skilfully combines
utility with design. Dynamism and high quality are in his blood. 100% strong appearance, 100% WEINSBERG DNA.

4 seats
3 layouts
Total lenght: 699 – 741 cm
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Discovering

Accents in black on a white background set highlights at the
clearly designed front.

Standard in 700 mm width for all
layouts: the body door COMFORT with
automotive locking system.

The first WEINSBERG with full-length sidewall aprons. In the optional styling package,
glossy black applications underline a sporty and stylish appearance.
Over the years, you develop a feeling for how to turn each adjusting screw a little further.
How to winkle out the last grain to get exactly the effect you want. Our experience takes effect in the
CaraCore. We deliberately set ourselves high standards in terms of design: independent, characteristic,
present and powerful. This can be seen in the clean lines, clear edges and exciting surfaces. A mobile
living dream and typical WEINSBERG.
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ITS SIGHT WILL
AMAZE YOU.

Dynamic. The side wall aprons
with a black inlay and the driver‘s
door with an electric step.

The radiator grille and the headlight sockets in elegant
high-gloss black are a visual eye-catcher.

The new rear light carrier with full-LED rear lights and the optional
17" WEINSBERG aluminium rims provide a striking and dynamic design.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE

More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
caracore-exterieur
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Benefits

Durable full LED reversing lights with WEINSBERG logo
for good visibility and safety.

A CLASS OF ITS OWN
WITH SAFETY.
Thanks to the new development,
we had the opportunity to break new
ground. At the same time we were able
to trust on our quality. For us, the CaraCore actually establishes a new vehicle
class - the better semi-integrated with
lifting bed. As agile as a semi-integrated
and as spacious as a fully integrated.

Strong in lighting, strong in optics: the full LED headlights in cube design.
The optional gas box pull-out makes operation extremely
convenient.. (650 MEG / 700 MEG)
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The integrated head-up display keeps the driver‘s eyes on the
road. Optionally available in the Media package.

Impressive lines: the generous panoramic windscreen ensures
perfect all-round visibility and more safety on the road.

That is also a statement:
Standard lifting bed for
additional travel comfort.
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Dinette

True greatness. The spatial feeling is absolutely great and is supported by the elegant cross grain of the furniture.

Perfectly placed.
The 24" LED
screen in the
optional
TV package.

High-quality fabrics and a pleasant seating comfort
contribute to the harmonious design concept.

Elegant ceiling cupboards with plenty of storage
space, integrated slide guards, the WEINSBERG
furniture handle and flaps with tactile surface.
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GROUNDBREAKING DESIGN
REQUIRES PRECISION.

Working on the CaraCore was something special for everyone in the
team. Each one of us contributed 100% of his knowledge and skills.
To bring this stunningly beautiful design to life step by step ...
An indescribable feeling!

The high-quality seats in the driver‘s cabin guarantee optimal travel comfort

The ergonomic and swivelling
seats fit harmoniously into the
interior with their contours.

Inviting. The side bench and the foldable seat
in the 700 MEG await pleasant company.
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Cooking
The fully integrated construction creates a
completely new spatial feeling in its class. The open
visual axis guides the eye gently through the vehicle,
creating a unique ambience with a fluent transition.
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AN OPEN VISUAL AXIS
THROUGHOUT THE VEHICLE.

Huge. The unique spatial feeling is created by the open visual axis with
a fluent transition between the living area and the driver‘s cabin.

CaraView

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
More
information at:
weinsberg.com/
caracore

Awesome. Slim Tower 142 l refrigerator
with AES function as standard.

Pure beauty. The kitchen unit has internalised aesthetics.

Silent. Spacious drawers with soft close function.

Magnificent trio.
Different kitchen concepts,
depending on the layout.
650 MEG

700 MEG / 650 MF

Simply perfect. A 3-flame cooker with glass cover.

Impressive. The characteristic WEINSBERG
signature element.
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Sleeping

SPACE FOR THE WHOLE
EXTENDED FAMLY.
That fact that the CaraCore has the
WEINSBERG values was sure from the
very beginning. This includes family
friendliness and usability. The special
feature in the CaraCore: the lifting bed
is located over the driver‘s cabin and
can be easily lowered, when needed.

1

2

1. Spacious ceiling cupboards in a
new look.
2. Practical LED spots for light in the
right place.
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The standard lifting bed fits elegantly into the room concept. When raised,
there is enough space underneath to linger in the dinette.

When the lifting bed is lowered, there is a cosy sleeping place for two people.

Plenty of space in
the room with a lowered
lifting bed.

???
Premium ambience with LEDs with touch
function also in the lifting bed area.

Elegant cupboards with generous
storage options.
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Sleeping

Comfort zone. The sleeping area in 650 MEG and 700 MEG with 2 m longitudinal single beds.
A perfect design down to the smallest detail: ceiling cupboards with exclusive WEINSBERG
handles and soft-touch LED.

LARGE LYING SURFACES
FOR BIG TRAVEL DREAMS.
Of course, the sleeping comfort must not go
short - that‘s why we use over 2m long beds.
Probably nobody suspects that there is a
huge rear garage underneath the beds.
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Foldable. The textile wardrobe is
optionally available.

The rear area is
characterised by strong
design accents.

Wall lights for optimal lighting in the
sleeping area.

A clear design language also for the leathercovered side elements with fabric nets.

Stay in bed. In the French bed of the 650 MF with EvoPoreHRC mattress and storage space under the bed.

Intelligent storage solutions
wherever you look.

Dreamlike. The dinette can become an additional sleeping space.
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Bathroom

Stylish and linear design in the largest bathroom in its class (700 MEG).

Bathroom in the 700 MEG / 650 MEG
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Close the doors to the bedroom and living area and you‘ll have a large open bath
in no time at all in the 700 MEG.

A spacious shower area to feel good in the
bathroom of the 700 MEG.

A mirror cabinet with elegant LED lights.

NOMEN EST OMEN
IN THE BATHROOM.

In the bathroom, space is the big issue, so we have
designed the largest indoor bathroom for the CaraCore
in its class. The characteristic design language is also
clearly visible here: linear, clear and straightforward.

Bathroom in the 650 MF

Pure aesthetics in the bathroom of the 650 MF.
There is also plenty of space at the washbasin and in the shower.
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Highlights

CO N V I N C E S

with well thought-out details.

EVERY DETAIL IS A LITTLE
MASTERPIECE IN ITS OWN.
1. Full-LED headlights. Latest technology,
best visibility and safety, thanks to the distinctive light signature.

1

2

2. Soft close drawers. Great comfort
thanks to the soft and quiet closing of the
drawers.
3. Manual or electric front shading.
Creates privacy on the camping pitch
for the night.
4. 700 mm wide COMFORT body door.
With automotive locking system, double seal
and a foldable coat hook.

3

4

5. Open visual axis. The fully integrated
construction offers a great spatial feeling and
much space to linger.

5

6

7

6. EasyTravel Box. Here all important service connections
are centrally combined in one place.
7. Electric step. For comfortable access for the driver.
8. The largest bathroom in its class. Offers sufficient
space for up to three people. (700 MEG)
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8

Variety

TA I LO R E D

to your requirements.
650 MF

650 MEG

Upholstery fabrics
700 MEG

TURIN

BLOOM

DUSK

FOREST

STONE WATER
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Variety

PURE FUN INSIDE.

The WEINSBERG motorhome body doors with many functions
COMFORT

PREMIUM

EXCLUSIVE

2

2

2

Window with pleated blinds

4
4

Foldable coat hook

4

1

1
1

Umbrella holder
3

2

Ergonomic pull handle

3

3

4

Available in 600 mm and 700 mm width (depending on the layout)

EQUIPMENT

COMFORT *

PREMIUM *

EXCLUSIV E*

With windows incl. Darkening

•

•

Multiple lock

•

•

Driving rain seal (double seal)

•

•

•

Automotive locking system

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Limit stop hardware with gas pressure spring

•

•

Umbrella compartment

•

•

Concealed hinges

•

•

Multifunctional bag

•

•

2 coat hooks, fast
2 coat hooks, foldable

•

Central locking system

•

Coming Home Lighting

•
* Standard
CaraCompact
CaraHome
CaraLoft
CaraSuite
CaraCore
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*O
 ptional
CaraCompact
CaraHome
CaraLoft
CaraSuite
CaraCore

*O
 ptional
CaraCompact
CaraHome
CaraLoft
CaraSuite
CaraCore

NEW

New inside key system and new
exterior handles and locks for body
doors and service flaps.

T H E N E W W E I N S B E RG A L U R I M S .
In exclusive WEINSBERG design.

1

1. Anthracite painted 17" aluminium rims
incl. tyres in exclusive WEINSBERG design
(235/60R17)

2

2. Matt black front-polished 17" alu rims
incl. Tyres in exclusive WEINSBERG design
(235/60R17)

NEW
ANTHRACITE PAINTED

MATT BLACK FRONT-POLISHED

CO Z Y H OM E D E S I G N PAC K AG E S .
Show your colours or abstain decently –
you have got the choice of decoration with COZY HOME.
LLY
OPTIONA
LE
B
A
IL
AVA
Y
FOR EVER

WEINSBE

RG

Package includes: 2 deco pillows, 2 sleeping pillows, 2 cuddly
blankets and a table runner.

AQUA

AVOCADO

MAGNOLIA

PEACH

EARTH

STONE
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INTELLIGENT DEVICES, MAXIMUM COMFORT
Water filter system „BWT – BESTCAMP“

NEW

Handy water filters with ultrafiltration membrane which leaves nothing to be desired in terms of hygiene. Removes microorganisms
from the water very effectively. The BWT bestcamp can be used to
produce chemically-free, hygienically perfect water. BWT bestcamp
high-performance filter systems for caravans from WEINSBERG are
available worldwide at authorised partners. Because only the regular
replacement of the filter systems every 6 months guarantees the
highest water quality and a safe water supply.
An 8 mm „John Guest“ plug connection
ensures particularly simple, tool-free installation - with water supply even without a
replacement filter.

Truma-iNet system:
heating and gas supply control via app*
The practical Truma iNet system including Truma app allows you to
control and monitor the heating and air conditioning in your mobile
home from anywhere. How much gas is still on board? The digital
gas level meter lets you know on your smartphone or tablet.

Gas supply

Heating systems

Pioneer Navgate Evo:*
Europe-wide navigation specially for motorhomes in 44 countries
	5,600 camping pitches from the Reisemobil Bordatlas

Secure smartphone operation with voice control
	7" multi-touch display

	Integrated DAB+ receiver
Including map updates for 3 years

NEW

NTS
COMPONE DIA
E
M
E
OF TH
PACKAGE

*Components optionally available
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Pioneer head-up display:*
The integrated head-up display provides even more safety. All
relevant data directly in the field of vision so that the driver‘s
eyes always stay on the road. Navigation instructions from the
Navgate Evo are also displayed.

VELOCATE GPS tracket:
increased safety for your WEINSBERG
Velocate‘s innovative GPS tracking system provides intuitive app
control and silent alarm mode to help you find your motorhome
and CUV in case of theft. The strong self-sufficient mileage of
up to 3 months without power connection leaves nothing to
be desired.

NEW

GA-Actuation e.hit
integrated rear carrier*:
Electrically extendable, with a sufficiently high load capacity and
combined with a detachable trailer coupling, the rear carrier is
extremely practical. At the push of a button, two swivel arms extend and as soon as the accessory base with retractable LED tail
lights is pushed onto them, the electrical system is immediately
connected to the motorhome.

NEW

*Components optionally available

E V E RY T H I N G T H AT M A K E S YO U R
H O L I DAY E V E N MO R E B E AU T I F U L
WEINSBERG - family-friendly, practical and inexpensive. Just like WEINSBERG vehicles, the WEINSBERG collection
meets every demand. Available from your WEINSBERG dealer or online at shop.weinsberg.com.

1

2

3

1. Drinking bottle 800ml Classic Sport made of stainless steel.
Easy to clean. Capacity: 800 ml, dimensions: 7x 25 cm, weight: 256 g.
Item no. 651/023 | 29,90 €
2. Camping chair made of round aluminium tube, eightfoldly adjustable, 76 cm high backrest. Load capacity up to: 100 kg, Frame: aluminium
Item no. 651/022 | 79,95 €

4

5

3. Camping table Accordeon 100 x 68 cm by Dukdalf with weatherproof Sevelite tabletop. Height adjustable: 57 - 74 cm, Material: steel,
load capacity up to: 50 kg.
Item no. 651/021 | 82,90 €
4. Handcart with 10 cm wide profiled wheels and load capacity up to
75 kg. Dimensions: 131 x 60 x 98 cm, weight: 11.9 kg
Item no. 51 011 | 139,00 €
5. Four mugs of high-quality Resylin. With anti-slip system.
All prices in Euro incl. 19 % VAT.
Item no. 651/024 | 19,90 €
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URLAUB MIT DEM WOHNMOBIL

SO HEDGE THEREFORE,
WHO JOIN FOREVER ...

Now rent
abroad as
well!

You would like to buy a leisure vehicle but
would like to test whether it really suits
you? Then our RENT AND TRAVEL service
is just right for you. Search comfortably
online or in the travel agency for your
favourite layout. Together with a Germany-wide network of over 150 rental stations with over 1,650 rental vehicles and
more than 360 partner travel agencies,

RENT AND TRAVEL supports you in your
decision for the right vehicle. You can also
profit from our large service portfolio,
such as route suggestions and numerous
cooperations with camping and parking
sites. Enjoy the practical holiday test!

More than 1,650 rental vehicles are
available at over 150 rental stations.
Bookable online at
www.rentandtravel.de or via our
360 partner travel agencies.

Discover all rental stations at www.rentandtravel.de

www.weinsberg.com/carakids

THE DESIRE TO TRAVEL
RUNS IN THE FAMILY.
Fun and safety for the little ones.

Sharing experiences with your loved ones - what
could be better? For this very reason, all WEINSBERG motorhome and caravan layouts are designed for comfortable travel for the whole
family. CaraKids adds an icing on the cake and
consciously orients to the wishes and needs of
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the youngest passengers. Everyone benefits from
this: adults enjoy the peace of mind that their
sweethearts are safe on board. And the children
love the age-appropriate possibilities to let their
imagination and energy run wild. Sounds like a
lot of fun? It is!

Available at

shop.weinsberg.com

MARKUS SÄMMER

@thegreatoutdoorsbook
With the CaraLoft we got to the Ammersee lake and
to the foothills of the Alps to do sports and to gather
inspiration for my next cookbook. To say that the
journey was beautiful is an understatement.
#teamWEINSBERG rocks!

With the CaraCompact, we just set off. The driving feeling
is awesome, the space is just the same. To belong to the
#teamWEINSBERG is simply mega!

NINA AND FELIX

@halloleben

As part of #teamWEINSBERG we
were on the road with the CaraTour
in Germany, Austria, South Tyrol,
Italy and Slovenia and enjoyed
every moment. We are already
looking forward to the next time.

ENRICO KÜHN

@enricokuehn
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You can find our cara
vans
in our WEINSBERG
caravan catalogue.

Visit us on Social
Media or in our
fan shop!

facebook.weinsberg.com

instagram.weinsberg.com

youtube.weinsberg.com

shop.weinsberg.com

The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time of printing (07/2019).
We reserve the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to
make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour
and texture deviations are also reserved - even after conclusion of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations
of up to approx. 2.0 dE between paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some of the illustrations show optional
equipment that is available at an extra charge or equipment features of prototypes/studies that do not conform to the serial status and in some cases will not
be available as optional equipment. Colour deviations are print-technically possible. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice
on the current status of the series from an authorised dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note
the comments in the current price list, in particular on weights, payload options and tolerances. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior
written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. The illustrations with measurements shown in our catalogues are non-binding examples only. Measurements are
only approximate values and are for general illustration purposes only; they do not represent guaranteed product characteristics. For exact measurements,
please contact one of our authorised WEINSBERG trading partners. We reserve the right to change content at our discretion.

www.weinsberg.com
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Knaus Tabbert GmbH

Helmut-Knaus-Str. 1
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